2007–2018 JEEP® JK
H.E.M.I. HOOD

Smittybilt’s newest edition to its Heat Management Series of vented hoods provides 4 additional inches of engine clearance for many types of engine swaps. The hood is supplied with a premier black finish e-coat, so it’s ready for paint without any further preparation.

FEATURES:
• Heat-extracting modified inlet
• 4” additional clearance for V8 conversions
• Aggressive styling
• Significantly improves cooling and heat dissipation
• Side vents pop out for personal customization
• Gives your JK an aggressive look
• Thick underbody insulation mat
• Accepts factory hardware—Hood nozzles included
• 0.2mm black finish e-coat ready for paint
• OE hood latch/hood mount fitment
• Extra engine clearance for V8 swaps—up to 4” of clearance
• Significantly improves cooling and heat dissipation
• Side vents pop out for customization
• Gives your JK an aggressive look
• Thick underbody insulation mat
• Accepts factory hardware—Hood nozzles included
• 0.2mm black finish e-coat ready for paint
• OE hood latch/hood mount fitment

PART | DESCRIPTION
--- | ---
76500 | JK 2/4DR H.E.M.I. Hood